IAI. Over 25 years of teaming
with our Indian partners for
defense and growth
With an unrivalled record of proven cooperation
with India’s defense forces and industry, IAI has
become synonymous with innovation, reliability
and trustworthiness. Together with our Indian
partners we share the Make in India vision
in space, air, land and sea.
We are committed to continue our
long-term strategic cooperation
with India for a brighter and
safer future.
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DCNS-INDIA:
Relations
growing deep
The bleak status of the Indian Navy’s submarine fleet
which is facing obsolescence has led the Indian government to
implement some tough deadlines on public-sector Mazagon
Docks Limited (MDL) for the delivery of new submarines.
MDL is constructing the six submersible diesel-electric
submarines in partnership with French Naval engineering
company DCNS. The six submarines fall under the P-75
project and the project cost is to the tune of $ 4 billion.
Here Bernard Buisson, MD, DCNS India shares brief
account of the P-75 project with AEROMAG ASIA.
Could you give us an update on P-75 project in India?
The P75 program is progressing very well at a nominal
pace. MDL is actively working on the Setting to Work of
the systems and outfitting and integration of equipment
and much of other activities has been made in the past few
years. As we all know, the first submarine was undocked
and set afloat in 2015 and is now undergoing final tests.
We are confidant that the schedules announced by MDL
with commissioning by the end of year will be met.

Bernard Buisson
MD, DCNS India

Share your thoughts on indigenisation
of major equipment of P-75?
P75 submarines are the first “Make in India” submarines. These
are the most indigenous conventional submarines ever built in India
with equipment locally manufactured in the Float (hulls, hatches,
ballast valves), Move (steering consoles) and Fight (weapon handling
system) categories. This high level of indigenization in just a few years
is rather remarkable considering submarines being the most complex
machines ever built by man. The industrial ecosystem, which has
been developed with mainly MSMEs and qualified for the “Make
In India” success story, will go a long way in fostering self-reliance,
innovation and state of the art warship building for Indian Navy.

What are the new business opportunities
you are pursuing in India?
India remains at the heart of DCNS’ global strategy.
The Make in India initiative has paved way to a positive
atmosphere to be accompanied by simpler decision making
processes. Hopefully, the new DPPs to be issued shortly, will
contribute to a more efficient and faster decision process.
What kind of cooperation you are having with
India Navy about its Green Initiative?

Could you talk about other engagements of DCNS in India?
We are working closely with Pipavav now being Reliance
Defence and Engineering Ltd for the forthcoming RFP for 4
LPDs. We are waiting for commercial bids of Indian shipyards
to be opened in this regard. Besides, in the last few years, DCNS
has invested heavily in sea-based renewable energies. We have
developed tidal, OTEC and Waves mechanism systems to tap
the various sources of energy, which can be harvested from the
sea. We are actively promoting this clean and self-sustaining
energy system to various entities and states in India.

6
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Today DCNS is in discussion with the Indian Navy, for a
number of future programs which include service support to
Indian Navy for maintenance of P-75 submarines, LPD project
and the future indigenised aircraft carrier, amongst others. As
mentioned above, DCNS is also supporting Indian Navy’s Green
Initiative with its ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC)
solution for Andaman Island. DCNS believes that indigenisation
and sustainable industrial ecosystem in India is the key to
long term success for Indian defence industry. This caters to
a win-win situation for both, DCNS and India as a nation.
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Aerospace Engineers:
Devoted to Precision

Mr. R Sundaram, CEO, Aerospace Engineers with Emerging Entrepreneur Award 2015 instituted by CII Southern Region at Chennai.

A

erospace
Engineers
located
at Salem in Tamil Nadu is an
AS9100C certified company and
one among the leading organizations for
manufacturing of precision aeronautical
components in India under metallic and
non metallic group. This organization has
been founded in 1988 to cater to aerospace
components manufacturing companies in
India and abroad.
It manufactures about 115 types of
rubber compounds to meet the Global
Aviation Standards and approved by
Global Airworthiness.
The Inflatable
Cockpit Seals are successfully developed
for Kiran, LCA, LCA Trainer, Su30MKI and
IJT. Aerospace Engineers has manufactured
about 15,000 parts that comply with global
aviation requirements with rigorous quality
standards which are ratified by authorities.
Centre for Military Airworthiness
Certification (CEMILAC) has accorded air
worthy clearance for 1124 products for
use on aircraft, helicopters, missiles, civil
aviation and other systems including
rubber components.
Also in missile
projects like BrahMos, Akash, Agni, Prithvi
and composite components for BrahMos,
LRSAM missile for DRDL and also for TAML.
Aerospace Engineers has been accorded
the Design and Special Process Approval
from CEMILAC for metallic components
for Military Airborne Applications. It
has developed and manufactured hose
assemblies including all fittings under
swaging process with high pressure
aerospace quality stainless steel wire
8

braided smooth bore Teflon inner core
and supplied to ISRO Electro Hydraulic
Actuation System Division for use in
Hydraulic system (Working pressure 220
bar) of RLV-TDHEX-01 mission.
Aerospace Engineers is planning its new
manufacturing setup named “The Salem
Aeropark LLC” at Texas USA. In addition
to this, it has opened a new office “SABB
AEROSPACE ENGINEERS PVT. LTD,” at
Bengaluru to extend services with faster
response to the customers who are in and
around the City.
Products: Lubricating oil pumps, Fuel
pumps, Dual pumps, Inflatable Cockpit
Seals, Flameproof Seals & Hoses, Oxygen
hoses, EMI/EMC Shielding components,
Plastic Moulding Components, Composite
components, ‘P’ Clips and clamps, High
pressure / Low pressure convoluted
hoses, End fittings and Connectors, Hose
Assemblies, ‘O’ rings, Chords, Metal
Bonded Components, Vibration Isolators,
etc.,
Customers:
Hindustan
Aeronautics
Ltd., Aeronautical Development Agency,
Aeronautical Development Establishment,
Defence
Research
Development
Organisations,
Defence
Research
Development
Laboratories,
BrahMos
Aerospace Pvt. Ltd., TATA Advanced
Systems, TATA Advanced Materials, Larsen
& Toubro Ltd., UTC Aerospace Systems,
Honeywell, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,
Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre, Indian
Space Research Organisation, etc.,
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International
Customers:Thomson
Aerospace, Eaton, Wipro, Moog, Heico, GE,
Liebherr, Meggitt Aerospace, Wesco, etc.,
Awards and honours:
2001 – Excellence in Aerospace
Indigenisation from Society of Indian
Aerospace Technologies and Industries
(SIATI) Prestigious award for development
of Canopy Seal hose for KIRAN Aircraft.
2007 – 2008 – District level Best Industries
Award by Chief Minister of Tamilnadu.
2008 – 2009 – State level Best Quality
and Export Award by Chief Minister of
Tamilnadu.
2011 – Excellence in Aerospace
Indigenisation by Society of Indian
Aerospace Technologies and Industries
(SIATI) for Indigenous Development of
Lubrication Oil pump for Helicopters.
2014 – National Level Award for Defence
Technology Absorption by DRDO, awarded
by our Hon’ble Prime Minister of India.
2014–Excellence
in
Aerospace
Indigenisation from SIATI for the successful
development of Canopy Seal hose for
SUKHOI-30 Aircraft by Hon’ble Chief
Minister of Karnataka.
2014 – National Level Award for “SAP
BEST RUN AWARD 2014” from Shri. Ravi
Chauhan, Managing Director of SAP Indian
Subcontinent.
2015 – National Level “SKOCH ACHIEVER
PLATINUM AWARD 2015” conferred on
Aerospace Engineers by Mr. Jayant Sinha,
Hon’ble Finance Minister.
2016 – CII – “Best Innovative Businessman
Award 2016”
2016 – CII – “Southern Region Emerging
Entrepreneur Award 2015”.

Cabling for the Future

H.S.Raghavendra Rao
Director
DCX Cable Assemblies Pvt Ltd.

D

CX India is engaged
in the
manufacturing
of
electric,
electronic & electro-mechanical
cable harness, PCB assembly & integration
for customers across the Globe in
commercial,
defence,
military
and
aerospace applications, control systems and
extended industrial applications.
Global demand coupled with Indian offset
programs has boosted the demand for
military products. DCX India is expecting

the volume of business to get doubled in
the next 2-3 years. It manufactures high
quality products which are assembled
in a Class III facility by IPC620B certified
personnel. Strict norms of Class III facility
demands are followed here. These salient
features coupled with cost advantage
provide its products a win-win solution in
the global market.
DCX India has two facilities now in
India. Whitefield facility in Bangalore
has a production area of 16000 Sq ft and
it is engaged in wire and cable harness
assembly, integration, electro mechanical
assemblies etc. This unit is fully exportoriented and caters to aerospace and
defence markets worldwide.
Second facility is the group company
Vinyas Innovative Technologies which has a
huge setup in Mysore, where it is engaged
in PCB assembly for various customers in
defence and aerospace, automotive and
industrial sectors. Spread over 1,20,000
Sq ft the facility is equipped with best
in class machinery and equipment for
manufacturing, with dedicated export
facility under ‘Electronic Hardware
Technology Park’ (EHTP).
Both the facilities are AS 9100C Certified&
ISO 9001 - 2008. DCX has the industrial
license to manufacture defence products.
Vinyas IT will have the industrial license
soon. Due to huge potential in the
Integration & Testing segment, DCX
India has planned to expand its facility in
Whitefield. For this DCX has earmarked $ 25
million.

NEW TOOLS FOR NEW RULES

Wire harness assembly, PCB assembly,
Electro mechanical assembly are catered
to all segments like defense and aerospace,
industrial, telecommunication and medical
electronics applications. The Company is
also foreseeing surge in demand from the
MRO (Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul)
sector for its test stations.
DCX India is catering to Canada, USA and
Israel markets for the last four years. From
this year, it will be targeting European
markets for export. Domestic demand
has increased marginally over the last few
years. The yearly growth trend witnessed is
around 8-10 per cent.
DCX India’s products cater to commercial
segments as well as MROs. The revenue
earned from these segments for cable
assembly business is ten per cent whereas
for PCB assemblies it is 30 per cent, barring
the defense sector.
The Company sources raw materials from
customer’s Approved Vendors List (AVL).
Its Wire & Cable Assembly products are
exported mainly to Israel whereas PCB
assemblies cater to both Israel and Indian
markets.
Contact
DCX Cable Assemblies Pvt Ltd,
# 80, Mascot 90, EPIP Industrial Area,
Whitefield Road,
Bangalore – 560 066. Karnataka
Phone: +91 080 49119555
Fax: +91 080 49119535,
E-mail: marketing@dcxindia.com,
info@dcxindia.com web: www.dcxindia.com

Elbit Systems introduces Seagull

A

New Multi-Mission Unmanned
Surface Vehicle System for
Maritime Warfare Missions
Revolutionizing the Dynamics of
Underwater Warfare with Unmanned MCM
and ASW Capabilities
Drawing on world class know-how
derived from generations of Unmanned
Aircraft
Systems
(UAS)
design,
development and operation and its naval
capabilities, Elbit Systems’ newest offering
in the unmanned platform field is Seagull
- an organic, modular, highly autonomous,
multi-mission Unmanned Surface Vehicle
(USV) system.
Seagull is a 12-meter USV with replaceable
10

mission modules, with two vessels capable
of being operated and controlled in
concert using a single Mission Control
System (MCS), from manned ships or from
the shore.
The
system
provides
unmanned
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end-to-end mine hunting operation
taking the man out of the mine field. It
provides mission planning, and on-line
operation in known and unknown areas,
including area survey, search, detection,
classification, identification, neutralization
and verification. It is equipped to search
the entire water volume and operate
underwater vehicles to identify and
neutralize mines.
Seagull changes the dynamics of antisubmarine operations by creating a threat
to submarines using a cost-effective and
available asset, replacing and augmenting
manned assets with minimal threat from
submarines.

Visit us at
DEFEXPO, INDIA 2016
Israel Pavilion, Stand 1.1.2-D

BattleComm Dominance

World-leading radio and communication solutions
for your entire military network
Elbit Systems’ battle-proven SDR communications and integrated networking
expertise supports BattleComm Dominance by enhancing secure video, high data
rate and extended range voice communications. From the individual soldier and
platoon commander up to the division and corps levels, our powerful radios and
systems allow armed forces in over 50 countries around the world to share
mission critical information swiftly and securely.
TM
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Asia’s First Aircraft Recycling
Centre in MP by MESCO
M
esco Aerospace Limited, a
Mesco group company is all set
to establish an Aerospace Hub
and Asia’s first Aircraft Recycling Centre.
The ambitious project will be based at and
around a State-owned airfield, situated in
Seoni, Madhya Pradesh.

The company also plans to create an
Aerospace Hub around the airfield and
include diverse activities like Aircraft
Recycling, Pilot Training centre, Aerosports
Centre, Light Aircraft Manufacturing, MRO
etc.
“Aircraft Recycling is new but already a
booming business in the West. We have
been working on the project since 2014
and the venture will be a reality, very soon”,
said Mr. Manoj Pandey, C.O.O. of Mesco
Aerospace Ltd. He also mentioned that
his company is a member of Aircraft Fleet
Recycling Association (AFRA) and working
towards achieving the global requirements
towards an ideal aircraft recycling facility. It
was also confirmed to Aviation World that
the company has also acquired private land
around the airfield keeping the project size
and expansion in mind.
According to Richard Brown of ICF
International, “the aviation industry is
facing an aircraft retirement tsunami”.
It is estimated that over 12000 aircraft
will attain end of service in the next two
decades and aircraft retirements will
reach 1000 per year within a decade. The
rapid flow of aircraft ready for scrapping
is primarily due to cyclic rather than
structural reasons.
Mesco Aerospace has been into the
business of aircraft operations and
maintenance for over two decades and they
will be undertaking the project of aircraft
recycling in collaborative partnership with
experienced and competent companies in
the USA & Europe.
Mesco Aerospace Limited is also focusing
on engineering and manufacturing
capabilities in aerospace and defence
component manufacturing and system
integration. State of the art facility
is located in the Aerospace Capital,
Bangalore, for precision engineering and
component manufacturing. The facility
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shall be supported with an able design
organization and impeccable quality
standards of highest order. Mesco is also
in the advanced stages of planning for
making sub-assemblies and undertaking
system integration for A & D. The extension
of these projects will also be seen in
Madhya Pradesh, where the company is
committed to create an Aerospace Hub.
The other notable project that the
company is venturing into includes MRO,
which will take up Maintenance, Repair
& Overhaul in defence sector. Also, the
MRO will serve as an in-house facility for
the company’s aircraft recycling business.
The company has vast experience in the
field of maintenance and has already got
a DGCA approved maintenance facility for
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters at Juhu
Airport, Mumbai.
Mesco Aerospace has also entered into
MoU with National Aerospace Laboratory
(NAL), a constituent of CSIR, which is the
only government R&D laboratory in the
country’s civil aviation sector. NAL has
several advanced test facilities and many
of them are recognized as national facilities
that are not only best in the country,
but are also comparable to other similar
facilities in the world. NAL had designed
and manufactured Hansa trainer aircraft
in year 2000 which was certified by DGCA.
Mesco Aerospace is working jointly with
NAL to modify, recertify, produce and
market the Hansa trainer aircraft. This will
be a classic example of “Design & Make
in India”. The company has also entered
into MoU for industrializing some other
technologies available with NAL. It also
plans to utilize the test facilities of NAL for
their A&D projects.
Mesco has plans for establishing pilot
training centre for both ab-initio training
and type training. Planning are on for
establishing a TRTO facility alongside a
flying training centre at Seoni, said the
company’s C.O.O. The company is already
conducting few aerosports activities like,
parasailing, para motoring and powered
parachute flying at Seoni airfield, Madhya
Pradesh. The plan is to add more activities
under the ambit of aerosports, the most
promising one being a dedicated SkyDiving School.
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Striking Hard, Staying Safe:
Faster and Smarter Solutions

Kevin Kennedy
Vice President of International Business
Development for Textron Systems

American multi-industry conglomerate Textron
Systems is one of the world’s best known solutions
integrator offering a wide-range of products, services
and full-spectrum solutions and broad end-to-end
support. With facilities and presence worldwide,
they fulfill the needs of defence, homeland
security, aerospace and infrastructure protection
with ingenuity and agility. Textron India Private
Limited is a state-of-the-art engineering, business
development and sourcing centre, supported by both
Textron Systems and the larger Textron enterprise
in Bangalore’s Global Village. In an interview with
Aeromag Asia, Kevin Kennedy, Vice President of
International Business Development for Textron
Systems, speaks about their key innovative solutions
and growth prospects in India. Excerpts from the
interview:

What are key innovative solutions of Textron Systems?
Textron Systems has been a leading original equipment
manufacturer for the US Department of Defense for more than a
decade. This record can be attributed to Textron Systems’ many
innovative solutions, which directly address the needs in many
of the warfighting domains, spanning land, sea, air and even
over the electromagnetic spectrum. Our commitment to build,
field, and sustain our innovative solutions keeps us engaged
with our customer and committed to addressing those evolving
requirements. We consider it our duty.
Could we discuss Textron Systems’ affordable solutions for
border security and intelligence?
Effectively securing a border requires three basic capabilities:
awareness, decision making and synchronized response. With our
cross-domain manned and unmanned platforms, as well as the
addition of our unattended ground sensor systems, we are able
to address awareness and synchronized response capabilities. In
addition, our software solutions, like iCommand™, provide leading
edge decision making tools. We believe our system solutions help
warfighters make informed decisions and execute them with
agility and effectiveness.
How do you see India as a market?
Every operational and market research report I read expresses
the same truth: India is a growth market. We believe this and have
14
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The only multi-technology company that provides
Total Solutions and Systems
Serving the needs of sectors of National Importance like Atomic Energy, Defence,
Aerospace, Instrumentation & Security and IT & e-Governance
Committed to Self-Reliance
Data Communication Station at Antarctica

Integrated Security System

EVM with VVPAT

a dedicated team helping us foster the relationships to profitably
grow our presence in India. We have a solid foundation of past
performance within the region that we aspire to continue to
building upon, including our many current encouraging efforts
underway there.
What are the new Textron Systems initiatives?
Every year, Textron Systems conducts detailed operational
and market research in order to focus on a specific market space
that we believe we are uniquely qualified to address. We believe
our newest initiatives fit squarely within the “seamless humanmachine collaboration” market space, which the Department of
Defence is calling its “third offset.” We are excited about our future!
What are the steps taken to sustain future growth?
The world is a very competitive and rapidly changing market
space. Our future growth depends upon many elements. The
first element is focusing on your first job – meaning keeping a
clear focus upon the fact that we build, field and sustain system
solutions. We must never forget our customers and ensure we give
them the support they need. Secondly, we must remain aware and
agile. The information age is filled with market place “disruptors”
generating significant changes. We need to remain aware of subtle
shifts within the market’s dynamics and recognize how they may
be indicating a new “disrupting” presence then agile enough to
respond appropriately. We are striving to do both of these.

Missile Checkout Facility

Control Room for Nuclear Power Plant

Products: Control & Automation Equipment, Computer based Systems,
Communication Systems, Antenna Systems, Encryption and Networking Systems,
Integrated Security Solutions, Electronic Energy Meters, Electronic Voting Machines,
e-Governance Solutions and more.

Electronics Corporation of India Limited

A Government of India (Department of Atomic Energy) Enterprise
Hyderabad - 500062
Telefax: +91 40 27120671

E-mail: cbdg@ecil.co.in
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Web: www.ecil.co.in
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Historical Mile Stone - The Then Ambassador of India and MoD Officials with Director General,
Rosoboronexport, Mr. A.P.Isaykin with Senior Management of Rosoboronservice (India) Ltd.

On the Occasion of Board Meeting of Rosoboronservice
(India) Ltd. at Headquarters, Rabale, Navi Mumbai.

The unique efforts and unparalleled achievements of V.G.Jayaprakasan , a navy veteran turned entrepreneur
individual has created a model concept of national importance. Jayaprakasan, popularly called JP by admirers
and friends alike, was born in Ranni in Kerala. On completion of basic education he joined the Indian Navy
for a distinguished career spanning 26 years. He was a member of the crew of Indian Naval Ship Kiltan which
spearheaded the daring and decisive attack on Karachi harbour, during the historic Indo-Pak War of 1971. He
joined the Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers (GRSE), Calcutta in 1987 on deputation and subsequently took
voluntary retirement from the Navy in January 1990. Pooling in his meager savings, he set up a modest Service
in 1995, the first company to be registered under the SEMFEX (Self Employment for Ex-servicemen) scheme in
Mumbai. This small company was set up to provide maintenance and technical service support to the Indian Navy
and the Coast Guard. Krasny Marine Services Pvt. Ltd., the modest organisation started by JP, has today come of
age and has earned recognition and ready acceptability, by the Navy, Shipbuilding Yards and the defence R&D
organisations, as a talented, responsive, highly professional and trusted Service Enterprise..
In this interview, Dr. V. G. Jayaprakasan gives an account of his life through various stages

to work but overtime allowance has to
be paid for work. Virtually time and cost
overruns were the norm.
Management techniques of a different
kind were attempted and succeeded to
a very large extent. Sincerity of purpose,
compassion, selflessness, fair play and
identifying with their cause in front of the
top management turned the tide.
The icing on the cake was the workers
coming on a Sunday to do Shramdan
to beautify the work place which they
used to routinely pollute it by spitting and
littering.
The senior management in turn
applauded
the
unprecedented
achievements of increased productivity,

Purity of Vision for Nation Building

You became a naval officer, worked
in shipyard and after that became an
entrepreneur. Can you throw some light
on this unusual journey?
From the village settings, imagine, my
plight, landing in the Naval base in Mumbai.
Dumbfound by the alien environment and
rigours of Naval discipline, I had to make
a choice. It was a big ambition to become
a commissioned officer from a sailor in
the Navy. I did it in nine and half years. It
meant education in academic subjects

and engineering degree in Electronics
and Telecommunication, development
of personality, determination, hard work,
perseverance, discipline and all other prerequisites for success put to the severest
test. This also brings to the fore the
opportunities and fair play prevalent in
the Indian Navy for which I am indebted
forever and am doing my bit to give back
with gratitude.
As an officer, I had acquitted well in
all assignments and had a promising

career. But sensing the limitations of
promotions imposed by the pyramidal
structure of the Armed Forces, I decided to
side step into a the defence Shipyard GRSE
Ltd. It was unusual for a promising officer to
quit whilst in the zone of promotion.
How was your career in GRSE?
I was on deputation to GRSE, Calcutta in
1987 and got absorbed in Navy in 1990. It
was an eye opener. The workers believed
and professed that salary is for coming

discipline and all round industrial harmony.
But they failed to translate their words into
deeds and I decided to quit.
Is that the point when you started
KMS?
No, I joined a private company after
GRSE. It was an unfamiliar turf and I had
taken about six months to come to grip
with the situation. But within three years,
the turnover and profits were tripled
besides opening a new line of business
from which a neat profit of about USD
one million was added to the company’s
kitty. However, there was no matching
compensation except for honey coated
words. It was the trigger for contemplating

on entrepreneurship. At the same time I do
acknowledge the invaluable lessons learnt
in those three years of market exposure.
The credit for transformation in outlook
from that of a government employee to an
enterprising businessman goes to that firm.
Finally I decided to do my own “Start up”
The first step was to incorporate a small
scale service enterprise with a novel
concept of core competence utilization of
Ex-servicemen.
This was in total contrast with the
Governmental schemes of re-training
the servicemen on unrelated skills for
re-employment / self employment post
retirement from the Armed Forces.
Low value orders of less than Rs. 10,000/started trickling from the Coast Guard for
repair of communication and navigational
equipments. Major jobs or refits of Coast
Guard ships were offloaded only to Public
Sector shipyards.
The track record of excellence in GRSE
Ltd. and the civilian ship repair resources
in Mumbai were synergized to convince
M/s Goa Shipyard Ltd. to offload one of
the offshore Patrol vessels of the Coast
Guard for refit. It was a landmark event and
turned out to be a defining moment. Today,
there are more than half dozen ship repair
companies in private sector undertaking
wholesome refits of Coast Guard ships.

Your early-warning advantage
on any dangerous ground.

When a perimeter breach could have costly consequences, you choose your sentries
wisely. The Patrol Persistent Surveillance System from Rockwell Collins guards any
boundary with unattended, all-weather ground sensors. Ultrasensitive to movement
and sound, the sensors are part of an integrated system that also provides real-time
video surveillance. Know what’s happening at the moment a trigger event occurs.

Senses movement, ground vibrations,
aircraft, speech and more
Perimeter detection ranges
10 km (6.2 miles) or more
Scalable to any size perimeter or facility

Visit us at Defexpo India, hall 3, stand 3.2.2-A.

Mr. A.P. Isaykin, Director General, Rosoboron
export, and Director Rosoboron service
(India) Ltd. with Senior Management.
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The Founding Board of Directors Mr. S V Chemezov,
Director General of Rostec in the center.

rockwellcollins.com
© 2016 Rockwell Collins. All rights reserved.
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Design it too in India
Padma Vibhushan Dr. Vasudev Kalkunte Aatre, former
Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister, Director General of
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
and Secretary Defence Research, is one of the top defence
scientists in the country.
An alumnus of the Indian Institute of Science (ME Electrical), Aatre received BE (Electrical) from the University of
Mysore and PhD (Electrical) from the University of Waterloo.
He taught at the Technical University of Nova Scotia, Halifax,
Canada, till 1980, even as he was a visiting professor at IISc in
India. He joined DRDO at the Naval Physical & Oceanographic
Laboratory in 1980 and became its Director in 1984.

Dr. VK Aatre

In an interview with AeroMag Asia Dr. Aatre shares his
insights on developing indigenous technology and systems
by a Design in India drive along with Make in India campaign,
and consolidating strategic partnerships in defence
manufacturing. Excerpts from the interview:

What do you make of the ‘Make
in India’ initiative by Prime Minister
Modi?

stake-holders what changes are
called for in Defence Procurement
Procedures and Defence Offset?

‘Make in India’ theme, in my
opinion, has to be expanded. It should
be primarily ‘Design in India’ and then
‘Make in India’. ‘Make in India’ should not
be interpreted as just manufacturing in
India; we should also design. You must
have the rights for the system and then
manufacture. Sometimes in matters of
high technology at the initial stage we
may not have the know-how. Even if
you import technology, you must learn
and absorb technology. Obviously this
cannot be done in all fields, because
no country is fully self–sufficient in
technology. India must define the areas
where it wants to hold the design rights,
innovation rights and decide what
has to be done. I think government
has taken the right steps. I hope the
implementation will be proper.

Defence Procurement Procedures
are changing on a continuous basis and
right now the Government is looking
for strategic partners. So far India
doesn’t seem to have used the offset
very effectively. In majority of the cases
where imported technology has just
reminded the life reduction and there
have been no specific attempt using
the offset for production of high end
subsistence and systems. The defence
procurement must have offset and we
must make use offset very effectively, of
late there has been some move to do it
properly, I hope it will succeed. So far I
have not heard anything very effective,
if there are cases, there must be very
few.

From the perspective of the

How about the role of private
sector in defence manufacturing?

If you look at all the major programs
of DRDO, LCA, Electronic Warfare
systems, and Missile systems, you will
find innumerable private vendors. I
do not think any system designed
and developed by DRDO would be
complete without private sector
participation. However, there are no
major private sector players in system
design and system integration. The
main contractors have always been
Defence PSUs and they have vendors
and an eco-system which is full of
MSMEs. We look forward to the private
sector becoming system designers and
integrators in a big way. At present all
the missile platforms and major systems
are supplied by Defence PSUs.
DRDO’s role is multi-fold – it is the
idea generator, prototype builder,
it does the testing and evaluation,
sometimes goes in even for partial
production. DRDO is mainly a system
designer, system integrator, but due
to the lack of industrial support, for

example, in components, devices,
sub-systems and certain materials,
DRDO may have to look for in-house
provisions for these, which would mean
an additional burden to DRDO.
Over the last few decades the
number of bright youngsters joining
in DRDO has been dwindling, as
private industries are absorbing
them. The IT revolution has taken
many people away. I have a feeling
that the talent pool in DRDO is going
down. Of late I am also told that the
recruitment in DRDO has almost come
to a standstill. Without a continuous
flow of youngsters, you cannot build a
vibrant R&D. I also believe that though
there have been some interaction,
DRDO must expand its involvement
with the academic community, for
the seeding of technology, especially
high technology, happens in academic
institutions and the visibility of DRDO
in academic institutions must increase.
In our procurement procedures
and protocol for implementation of
the projects we follow the financial
rules strictly. DRDO must also look at
evaluation of technologies necessary
for implementing the projects in much
greater detail before indicating the
time for completion of the project. One
of the main areas that DRDO must focus
on is human resource development,
which I’m afraid, is not receiving
sufficient attention.

As for accelerating the process
of indigenisation, what major
initiatives do you envisage for India?
In order to become an economic
power, India must have science
and technology power first. For
this, primarily academic standards
of our universities in research and
development have to be improved.
The Government of India must fund
R&D in a much more substantial
way. These days with the infiltration
of multinationals and IT-based
services, youngsters do not consider
research careers as attractive. So our
prime task would be making it more
alluring. Secondly, certain processes
in
administration,
procurement
procedures etc are not very conducive
for developing high technology in
India. We must seriously look at these
rules. It is not just the government;
interaction between academic world,
the national R&D laboratories and
industries is insufficient. They don’t
seem to work very synergistically.
Anything Government can do in this
regard would certainly be greatly
appreciated.
What
about
developing
aerospace technology?
We must recognise that developing
aerospace
technology
is
very
important. Aerospace technology
covers the entire gamut of technologies,

materials, manufacturing, electronics,
avionics, control and guidance,
integration and very complex systems.
We certainly must have more than
one major manufacturing group for
aeronautics. HAL alone can’t deliver all
that we need. I am afraid the impetus
for aerospace technology is absolutely
insufficient. And it is not just military
aircraft technology, we must also look
at the civilian aircraft technology and
with our growing air-travel, we must
enlarge our own civilian aircraft fleet.
Once aeronautics technology grows, all
other technologies will also grow along
with it.
Finally, anything that you would
like to reiterate as we round it off?
I generally tend to think that
India has not fully utilised its talented
youngsters’ pool. We often talk about
brain-drain. We definitely can find
ways to retain talented people in
India, provided we put our hearts into
it. When we talk about developing
high technology, it should be on a
long-term basis. You cannot envisage
a R&D project in short term. By and
large, we are very good at innovation
and technology. One has to just look
at the number of Indians working at
the Silicon Valley and American R&D to
realise this. I wish we can replicate the
same here.
l
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One Step Ahead of the Game

Loïc Piedevache
Country Head- India, MBDA Group
Could you give us an update on your
engagement with DRDO on SRSAM?
We are currently in discussions with
the DRDO regarding SRSAM to meet the
naval requirement for a new generation
air defence capability to link in with the
new ship build strategy currently in force
in India. SRSAM, with all its technical and
performance advantages as well as the
industrial advantages it offers to India
have been discussed in the past. There is
a government to government agreement
already in place concerning significant
levels of transfer of technology so we are
ready to move very quickly. All we need is
the green light that will see India’s Navy
equipped with a truly new generation
of air defence weapon and large sectors
of India’s defence industry given a major
boost.
Could you talk about other partners in
India and the joint programmes?
We have had a long-term licensing
agreement with BDL covering the
manufacture of Milan ATGM missiles.
Regarding joint programmes we are
offering such a possibility with a totally
new development known as MMP, a close
combat support weapon that is being
rapidly advanced for the French Army.
This weapon offers a true fifth generation
capability with fifth generation features
such as fire-and-forget and man in the
loop operation, third party targeting, firing
on coordinates amongst others. MMP,
with no equal currently available or being
proposed in the market, is being actively
discussed with India and would lead to
a joint programme to develop a missile
exactly aligned to India’s own specific
20

MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile systems
offering a comprehensive international product range
to meet the whole range of current and future needs of
the armed forces for land, sea and air. The European
Group’s missile systems are in service with more than
90 armed forces worldwide. Our portfolio is probably
the largest in the sector but even so, our strategy is to
always try to be one step ahead of the threat with new
technologies and equipment to meet growing customer
requirements, says Loïc Piedevache, Country HeadIndia, MBDA Group, in an interview with AeroMag
Asia. Excerpts from the interview:
requirements.
As you know, we have had recent
successes with contracts for MICA and
ASRAAM for the Mirage 2000 and Jaguar
upgrades respectively. In fulfilling the
direct offset requirements for these two
projects we have established a network of
partners capable of providing a range of
important elements ranging from cabling
to testing equipment.
Throw some light on the new
opportunities you see for the company
in the Indian marketplace?
India recognises the need to
modernise and update certain aspects
of its military capability. This includes
new ships, a new fleet of Rafale combat
jets as well as battlefield weapons. We
have leading edge equipment in all of
these categories, weapons that have
been designed to maximise capability
regardless of the platform. With its
healthy economy, India of course has
the resources to invent in the best for
its armed forces to make sure they are
equipped to meet the wide range of
threats ranging from terrorism to border
sovereignty issues. All these factors
combine to make India a very attractive
prospect for defence companies around
the world, not just for MBDA.
However, unlike other companies,
MBDA is much more attuned to India’s
Make in India strategy as this actually
reflects our own strategy. We have been
making in India for decades and we are
focused on this for the years to come. In
addition, and very important to note, is
that we have our domestic governments’
full support in offering and advancing the
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necessary levels of technology transfer
that will be needed to make Make in India
a success.
What role does the Future Systems
Directorate play in devising your growth
strategy?
In defence you always need to be one
step ahead of the game. The threat, both
conventional and asymmetric is evolving
and as is becoming clear, the global
geopolitical situation is far from being
relaxed so it is important that MBDA, both
unilaterally and through close discussions
with its customers around the world,
is ready to offer the next generation of
capabilities. Our portfolio is probably
the largest in the sector but even so, our
strategy is to always try to be one step
ahead of the threat with new technologies
and equipment to meet growing customer
requirements.
What do you think of the defence
offsets policy, defence procurement
procedures in India and how doing
business in India can be further eased?
New policies and procedures are in the
offing so it would be premature for me to
comment at this moment in time. It’s well
known, and recognised by this government
as well as by the last, that if India is going to
get the military equipment it needs, when
it needs it and at the cost budgeted, then
certain procedures have to be made easier
and faster. Over the last couple of years
changes to DPP have certainly helped and
I’m confident that the current government
will make further important changes that
will be helpful to foreign business and by
extension, to Make in India.
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Driving Growth Strategy

Arijit Ghosh
President, Honeywell India

Tell us how you perceive India as a
market, and what opportunities you see
in this marketplace?
India is an important market for
Honeywell, including the aerospace
business. The Indian aviation industry
continues to grow and invest in new
technologies to increase productivity and
build world-class products. We have been
active in India for 40 years, and now is a
great time for us to be active and present
in the region. India remains a strategic and
significant growth pillar for Honeywell
Aerospace and is at the centre of our
growth strategy. Over the last decade the
Honeywell Aerospace business in India has
grown rapidly, particularly since the arrival
of low-cost carriers to the Indian travel and
aviation domain.

Arijit Ghosh was named President for Honeywell Aerospace in
India in April 2014. He is responsible for providing strategic
direction for Aerospace operations and initiatives in India.
Earlier he led Honeywell Aerospace’s Defence and Space
efforts in the India region and all aspects of the business. Arijit
joined Honeywell in 2008 as Director, Strategy and Business
Development for the Aerospace business in India. He defined
the India strategy for its airline, business jet and defence
aftermarket and channel strategies, Buyer Furnished Equipment
(BFE), Retrofit Modification Upgrade (RMU), new indigenous
platform strategy, OEM alignment, and local partnerships. He
led Honeywell’s government relations efforts to engage with the
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of External Affairs, Ministry of
Civil Aviation, and certification authorities on relevant issues
concerning aviation and aerospace in India. Prior to Honeywell,
Arijit was a consultant crafting marketing strategy at McKinsey
and Co. He spent eight years with the Indian Foreign Service in
a variety of positions including Consul in India’s consulate in
China. Arijit earned a bachelor’s of engineering in Mechanical
Engineering from Jabalpur University in Kolkata, India, and a
master’s in Business Administration from Harvard University in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, US. He has also led Shanghai-India
Business Association and Japan-India Friendship Association.

How are you positioned to
take advantage of ‘Make in India’
programme?
Make in India is at the heart of
Honeywell’s strategy in India. Our long
legacy in India puts us in a very good
place to be very active in the programme.
In line with the initiative we have invested
heavily in the next generation of Indian
aerospace engineers and pilots. Honeywell
Technology Solutions Inc. engineering
arm, based in Bengaluru, is committed
to training young Indian engineers in
aerospace and defence applications.
Additionally, we have supported some of
our staff in obtaining their private pilot
licence, to further enhance their aviation
skill. These are just some of the measures
taken by Honeywell in to contribute
to the ecosystem of Indian aerospace
manufacturing and engineering talent.

How broad is your key product
portfolio?
At Honeywell Aerospace our portfolio
is very broad, which means we are able
to play across a spectrum of aviation and
defence programmes and platforms. We
have developed technologies for smallest
turboprop aircraft to the largest commercial
jets, most advanced military aircraft and
space platforms. Our expertise spans almost
every part of an aircraft, from nose to tail.
In the defence sector the focus on the
overhaul and upgrade of military fleets
What’s your take on the Central
represents an opportunity for Honeywell government’s Union Budget from the
to provide its avionics systems, as well as point of view of the sector you are
our engine and APU (auxiliary power unit) operating in?
product lines.
The government’s proposal to develop
22
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India as the ‘MRO hub of Asia’ is
encouraging, particularly for the Make in
India programme.
Other incentives focussed on the
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
(MRO) segment like scrapping the oneyear restriction for the utilization of
duty-free parts and permitting import
of unserviceable parts by MROs for
providing exchange will help boost the
Make in India initiative. We are pleased
with the government’s MRO proposal to
revive 160 airports and airstrips, which
will help to boost air connectivity.
How about your MRO venture in India?
Relationships focussed on Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul (MRO) in India are key
to Honeywell Aerospace’s core strategy as
we continue to further grow our presence
in India.
Our current MRO venture continues to
develop well. Honeywell Aerospace has
helped play a part the Indian aviation
industry’s growth for the last 40 years,
our MRO undertaking supports this
commitment to growth as well as
government MRO initiatives.
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Two Successful Trials in
India of IAI’s Barak-8 Air
& Missile Defense System

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) has conducted two successful tests of the
Barak-8 Air & Missile Defense System in India.The operational capabilities of
the Barak-8 were successfully demonstrated in both trialsheld by the Indian
Navy.Thiscompletes a series of consecutive tests which reinforces the impressive
operational capabilities of the system.
Barak-8 is an advanced air and missile defense system which provides
ultimate protection against a variety of airborne threats in both land and sea
scenarios. It was developedwith the DRDO (Defense Research and Development
Organization) in India and is used by both the Israel Defense Force (IDF) and the
Indian ArmedForces. The system includes an advanced phased array digital radar,
command and control, vertical launchers, and missiles carrying a highly-advanced
seeker.Barak-8, with its naval and land versions is a highly innovative and created
product and is considered one the most successful developments by an Israeli
defensecontractor.
“The recent trials benefit both the Indian and Israeli navies,” said Joseph Weiss,
CEO and President of IAI.”Barak-8 System is the most advanced of its kind,
reflecting IAI’s resilience as well as its advanced and groundbreaking capabilities.
The most recent tests were very successful and marked a significant milestone in
the development of the system.The Barak-8 Air &Missile Defense System will bea
major growth-engine for the company in the coming years.”

Printed and Published by Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road,
Bangalore 560075. Karnataka. Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.
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Power driven

N35 Gearboxes on M777
T

he M777 is the world’s lightest portable artillery system. It
is the first 155mm Howitzer that weighs less than 4218 kg.
In early 1997, the Ultra lightweight Field Howitzer (UFH),
developed by BAE Systems was selected in preference to a Royal
Ordnance design to meet the US Army and US Marines XM777, or
LW155 requirement. Since then the howitzer has been supplied to
Canadian and Australian forces.
The M777 Howitzer is substantially different from any other gun, as
it has been designed to be ultra-light weight to allow the US Marines
to fly the gun in by helicopter; the gun utilises an extensive range of
lightweight materials including Aluminium and Titanium.
The Howitzer was developed over eight years utilising Power Jacks
ultra compact Range-N gearboxes. During this time Power Jacks
worked closely with BAE Systems to ensure that the units meet the
design requirements of the US Army & Marines. During this period
the design was developed with BAE to include features required
following extensive testing and trials. All the results in the tests
and trails ensure that the units have been honed to the optimum
required for the application.
Power Jacks gearboxes were chosen for the design following the
success of the gearboxes on an earlier gun designed by BAE, the
AS90. The AS90 utilises eight gearboxes per gun. The gearboxes
were chosen for its compact design and the company’s ability to be
able to engineer the unit to the customers’ needs.
The ability to offer bespoke features and adapt to customer
requirements enabled BAE to again select a Power Jacks Range-N
gearbox. The criteria for the design were compactness, lightweight
and able to operate in arduous climate conditions worldwide. The
gearbox housing and covers are manufactured from Aluminium
to aid with the weight requirements, the Range-N gearboxes are
already an ultra-compact design and the seals and oil were designed
in to the customers’ specification.
As well as these features, the units have special designed shafts
and covers and the units are also chemically treated to the customer
specifications. Three gearboxes are supplied for each Howitzer,
each one different, two are based upon the standard N35 gearbox
design and the third is a bespoke design based around a set of N35
gears. Many different prototypes were manufactured and tested
in vigorous terrain and weather conditions, each design slightly
different until the final design was settled upon. The final design has
since seen service all over the world with various forces including
the US Marines.
Two of the gearboxes are power driven and the third is used as a
hand wind facility, all units are used in the elevation of the gun, prior
to its use. In recent years Power Jacks gearboxes have been utilised
in many military applications a few examples include the BAE
M777 and AS90 howitzers, satellite communication systems, rocket
launchers and mine sweeping equipment.
For further information, contact Powerjacks India Representative
M/s Amcats Pvt. Ltd.
Tel: +91-22-27635005 / 6
Contact: Mr. Apoorva Hemani / Mr. Sony Jacob
Email: sales@amcats.com, ahemani@amcats.com
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VEM: In Line with the
GOI Defence Policy
VEM Technologies is building the concurrent engineering
teams proactively working on advanced design & engineering
to work on several technologies including electrical,
mechanical, electronics, software, electro-optics, RF & MW and
established a strong team with design capability, tools and
instruments. VEM built end-to-end manufacturing facilities,
establishing the standard operating procedures, acquired
a good level of domain knowledge, system engineering
knowledge and graduated to thesystems integration activities
over the years of working on several programmes for missiles,
bombs, UAVs, helicopters & aircrafts.
Prime Minister’s Make in India policy has come at the right
time. With this, the infrastructure gets the impulse for growth
as a result the industry will be able to meet the world’s
requirement as well.
Thanks to the Defence Minister’s announcement on the new
Defence Procurement Policy 2016 which is aimed at giving
priority to indigenously made defence products and boosting
the Make in India initiative.

V.Venkata Raju
Chairman and Managing Director
VEM Technologies

V

EM Technologies, an Aerospace & Defence company
has succeeded in becoming the beneficiary of the
Government of India’s defence procurement policies
ever since it was introduced in2006.
Initially, there were certain gaps between the vision and
thrust for implementation of defence offsets owing to inadequate industrial environment and understanding levels in
absorbing the technology knowledge, processes, certification
procedures, infrastructure and trained manpower.
Both MOD and the Indian defence industry have been
working to bridge the gaps progressively to take the best
advantage of the defence offsets policies and enrich the
production technologies in India. The great effort by DRDO &
ISRO in developing the industries pre-dominantly the private
industries to learn, practice and improve the infrastructure,
qualifying to the quality accreditations, standard operating
procedures and so on.
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Falling in line with Government of India’s Make in India
policy and aligning with new DPP policy, VEM is working
proactively and coming out with two of important weapon
systems, Anti Tank Guided Missiles and Laser Guided Bombs
besides establishing the niche technologies, from design to
manufacturing of in the area of RF Seekers and IIR Seekers
& Semi-active Laser Seekers to meet the volumes of Missile
programmes in India.
VEM accorded due importance for eco-system to support
the scale, speed and skill in order to bring out the various
associated industries, i.e., precision machining, castings,
forgings, special processes, viz, heat treatment and surface
treatment.
VEM is the “ Indigenous Partner” for Lockheed MartinGyrocam division not only to offer the solutions to the
Indian Border Management programme but also to cater to
the various surveillance platforms covering land, naval and
airborne applications. The Company will work cohesively
to take this partnership to enhance the relationship to
various other activities. VEM maintains a very good business
relationship with West Asian, European & USA customers for
several systems and major assemblies for aerospace & defence
applications.
VEM’s green field project for integration of missiles, bombs,
rockets with the necessary explosive manufacturing and
integration and testing facilities will enable the Company to be
a major production centre for missiles in the country. Besides,
VEM is coming up with manufacturing facilities i.e., composite
fabrication and associated electro-plating and heat treatment
facilities to meet the volumes. The necessary clearances are at
a completion stage. This will be a major strength and bring the
value & also true self-reliance in the country.
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Mr. Volker Wallrodt, MD-RUAG is seen at HAL Kanpur’s Dornier facility alongwith Mr. T. Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL (third from right).
HAL has exported first ship-set of structural assemblies of DO-228-212 NG (New Generation) to RUAG recently.

HAL Exports to Ruag ahead of Schedule

H

AL has handed over the first shipset to RUAG, Germany at a function
held at its Transport Aircraft
Division (TAD) at Kanpur recently, as part
of export orders for structural assemblies
of Do-228-212 NG (New Generation).
“We have manufactured and supplied
the ship-set in a record time, ahead
of schedule commitment”, says Mr. T.
Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL. This is the first
of the four ship-sets for which HAL had
received the export order only about four
months ago.
RUAG is a Swiss technology company
with its headquarters in Bern and it is
OEM of Dornier-228-NG aircraft. HAL
has manufactured these ship-sets at its
Transport Aircraft Division, Kanpur and
exported them to the OEM.
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Mr. Volker Wallrodt, MD- RUAG and
his team of senior officials were present
at the handing-over program. Speaking
on the occasion, both Mr. Raju and Mr.
Wallrodt felt that the business alliance has
been rewarding for both the companies
in terms of technological advancement
and costs. They stressed on strengthening
the ties with continued mutual support
and cooperation by exploring more
avenues and business opportunities in
larger interests of both the companies.
HAL is also exploring cost reduction
to make the aircraft viable for more
export opportunities and internal civil
operations.
HAL’s Kanpur division has produced
more than 120 aircrafts for the IAF, Navy,
Coast Guard and to export customers in
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Mauritius and Seychelles. The Company
has plans to upgrade these aircrafts. HAL
Board has sanctioned the manufacture of
two civil Dornier aircrafts. HAL intends to
operate from its own airport at Nasik.
HAL Kanpur has received Directorate
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)’s
approval for manufacture of Dornier (Do228) aircraft in civil role in accordance
with India’s Civil Aviation Requirement
(CAR 21G). HAL has achieved an important
milestone by becoming a production
organization for Dornier (Do-228).
Mr. Rajiv Kumar, CEO, HAL’s
Accessories Complex (Lucknow) and Mr.
M M Tapase, GM, Kanpur congratulated
the employees for setting high standards
in terms of quality and delivery schedules.

Defence Minister Shri Manohar Parrikar addressing a press conference on Defence Budget 2016-17 in New
Delhi. Also seen in the picture (from left) are Secretary (Defence Production) Shri Ashok Kumar Gupta, Defence
Secretary Shri G Mohan Kumar and Financial Advisor (Defence Services) Shri SS Mohanty.

Conference on Electronic Warfare Systems
A Conference on Electronic Warfare
Systems was inaugurated by Dr.
G.Satheesh Reddy, Scientific Advisor
to the Defence Minister at Bangalore.
He expressed satisfaction on the
work done in India in this front by the
R&D heads and various production
agencies. As the chief guest of the
function he also released conference
souvenir. While highlighting the efforts
of defence labs in Hyderabad and
work centres of BEL, he said, there is a
long way to go for the complete self
reliance status in the world scene.
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Electronic Warfare aims to disrupt
information flow through deception
opined Air Marshal P.P Reddy chief
of Integrated Defence Staff to the
chairman COSC Govt. of India. David
Hime President, AOC International,
USA, said that the challenges are
indeed opportunity accorded for
serious researchers in various branch
of science including Electronic Warfare
operators. He dealt in length the
future capabilities in this area because
the future threat is from electronic
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warfare operations. Dr U Revankar,
former Director, DARE and president,
India chapter, AOC said EW systems
are the future requirement envisaged
at the safety measures to be taken in
the technological advancements.
J. Shanhar Rao, senior scientist
from DRDL Hyderabad, Dr Kalghatgi,
Director, R&D, BEL and T.N.Yadagir
Rao, former Associate Director of
DLRL, Hyderabad were present on
the occasion. An exhibition arranged
during this conference was declared
opened by Dr. Satheesh Reddy.
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ADA, DRDO team

Bahrain Airshow

Tejas Scripts History,
			Receives Inquiries

Shri
R. Swaminathan,
Outstanding
Scientist, Associate
Programme
Director (current
Programmes and
and Technology
Director (GS),
Director MM,
Aeronautical
Development
Agency with
Dr.S.Christopher
Director General
of DRDO

W

hen India’s Light Combat Aircraft Tejas made its first outing in a
foreign soil at the recently concluded Bahrain International Air show, it
is said to have received many enquiries from various nations.

The indigenously developed LCA Tejas, a single-jet engine, multi-role light
fighter displayed its acrobatic abilities as it received appreciation from the
participating nations. Limited Series Production (LSP-4) variant of Tejas flew in
front of a packed international gathering. The flight was piloted by Commodore
Jaideep Maolonkar, Chief Test Pilot at National Flight Test Centre (NFTC).
Dr.S.Christopher, Director General of DRDO and Aeronautical Development
Agency who witnessed the flight at Bahrain Airshow revealed that Tejas had
impressed many people and several countries enquired about the new aircraft from
India, as it has a good export potential. He has not disclosed the names of these
countries.
Cmde C.D.Balaji, Programme Director ( Combat Aircraft ) and Director,
Aeronautical Development Agency which is responsible for the development of
Tejas, Shri R. Swaminathan, Outstanding Scientist, Associate Programme Director
(current Programmes and and Technology Director (GS), Director MM, Air Vice
Marshal J. Chalapati, Head, NFTC, Shri.P.Jayapal, Chief Executive (Airworthiness),
Shri R. Kaveri Renganathan, CEO, Bangalore Complex, HAL, General Managers
Shri V.Sreedharan, -LCA, Shri V.Natarajan – Helicopters, Shri GVS Bhaskar –
Helicopter MRO also attended the event.
The LCA Tejas was seen performing 8-G (gravity) pull, vertical loop, slow
fly past and barrel roll and the officials present at the event termed the flight
a “historic event”. For the Bahrain International Airshow, India had sent two
Limited Series Production (LSP) LCA Tejas that is of light weight variety, due to the
addition of composite materials and is a 4+ generation aircraft with supersonic
capability.
The LCA Tejas is expected to clear is Final Operating Certificate (FOC)
sometime in 2016. Indian Air Force (IAF) has plans to acquire about 120 of these Cmde C.D. Balaji, Programme Director ( Combat
aircraft, but wants over 100 major modifications to it as MK I A.
Aircraft ) and Director, Aeronautical Development
Agency with Shri K.Ravikumar, Financial Advisor,
The Bahrain Airshow also showcased the acrobatics of the Sarang Helicopter ADA at the DRDO- ADA stall at Bahrain Airshow.
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Dr. S. Christopher Director General of DRDO and Aeronautical Development Agency, CE CEMILAC P.Jayapal,
Shri R. Kaveri Renganathan, CEO, Bangalore Complex, HAL in the India Pavilion at Bahrain Airshow
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